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Abstract
We discuss decoherence in discrete-time quantum walks in terms of a phe-
nomenological model that distinguishes spin and spatial decoherence. We
identify the dominating mechanisms that affect quantum-walk experiments
realized with neutral atoms walking in an optical lattice.
From the measured spatial distributions, we determine with good precision the
amount of decoherence per step, which provides a quantitative indication of the
quality of our quantum walks. In particular, we ﬁnd that spin decoherence is the
main mechanism responsible for the loss of coherence in our experiment. We
also ﬁnd that the sole observation of ballistic—instead of diffusive—expansion
in position space is not a good indicator of the range of coherent delocalization.
We provide further physical insight by distinguishing the effects of short- and
long-time spin dephasing mechanisms. We introduce the concept of coherence
length in the discrete-time quantum walk, which quantiﬁes the range of spatial
coherences. Unexpectedly, we ﬁnd that quasi-stationary dephasing does not
modify the local properties of the quantum walk, but instead affects spatial
coherences.
For a visual representation of decoherence phenomena in phase space, we have
developed a formalism based on a discrete analogue of the Wigner function. We
show that the effects of spin and spatial decoherence differ dramatically in
momentum space.
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence.
Any further distribution of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal
citation and DOI.
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1. Introduction
Coherent superposition of quantum states constitutes the key element of every application of
quantum, such as quantum metrology, quantum communication and quantum simulation. In
real-world applications, quantum superposition states are highly fragile because they are always
subject to decoherence and dephasing mechanisms. Today, preventing these states from
undergoing a rapid loss of coherence represents the main experimental challenge for advancing
quantum technology from elementary demonstrations to more complex devices. A detailed and
quantitative understanding of decoherence is thus essential.
Over the last few years, experiments have been extending their control to increasingly
larger Hilbert spaces. In practice, such a development requires experimental access to a larger
and larger number of degrees of freedom, which can be coherently manipulated and yet
sufﬁciently decoupled from any external noise source. Systems like trapped ions [1] and
superconducting circuits [2]—to mention only a few of them—have been among the main
driving forces of quantum technological evolution. In the same vein, the realization of discrete-
time quantum walks provides another example of coherent manipulation of a large quantum
system [3]; implementing an n-step quantum walk indeed requires engineering and controlling a
n2 -dimensional Hilbert space.
Theoretical methods to treat decoherence in discrete-time quantum walks have been the
subject of several theoretical publications [4]. Decoherence mechanisms like coin decoherence
and spatial decoherence have been suggested, and their effect on the spatial probability
distribution has been numerically calculated [5]. Analytic solutions for the special case of spin
decoherence have also been derived to give an account of the quantum-to-classical transition
when decoherence sets in [6, 7]. More recently, the asymptotic spatial distributions in the
presence of translationally invariant decoherence mechanisms have been analytically derived by
means of a generalized group velocity operator [8]. With a similar formalism based on
perturbation theory, the spatial distribution in the presence of both decoherence and spatial
disorder has been analytically studied [9]. Decohered quantum walks have also been considered
for algorithmic applications, namely for searching unstructured databases [10].
In this work, we use a phenomenological decoherence model to analyze the quantum walk
of a single cesium atom moving along a one-dimensional optical lattice. By comparing this
model with our experimental data, we retrieve information about the main physical mechanisms
that are responsible for the loss of coherence (see section 4). The agreement between the model
and the experimental data allows us to infer with good precision the amount of decoherence per
step—the primary ﬁgure of merit that determines the quality of a quantum walk. As a
complement to this phenomenological analysis, we provide a thorough discussion of physical
decoherence mechanisms occurring in quantum walk experiments that are based on neutral
atoms in an optical lattice (see section 6, with related appendix). It should be noted that
understanding decoherence processes in optical lattices is also relevant to a much larger class of
optical lattice experiments, which hold the promise for future quantum technologies.
By analyzing the spatial distribution of quantum walks up to 40 steps, we identify spin
decoherence as the dominant mechanism in our system. Moreover, we provide new physical
insight into decoherence by analyzing the motion of the walker in Fourier space, that is,
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analyzing the evolution of the probability distribution of momentum in addition to the spatial
distribution (see section 4.4). The momentum distribution exhibits striking differences between
coin and spatial decoherence, in stark contrast to the position distribution, which displays only
small differences between the two decoherence models.
Broome et al [11] have studied decoherence in quantum walks with single polarized
photons propagating through a small series of six birefringent displacers. Misalignment of the
optical components reduced the overlap between the different paths. The gradual suppression of
interference resulted in a transition to the classical random walk. In a different approach,
Schreiber et al [12] measured the inﬂuence of decoherence on the variance of the spatial
distribution by using a wave-like analogue of quantum walks—a ﬁber-loop network hosting
circulating coherent laser pulses. An electro-optic modulator imprinted controllable phase
ﬂuctuations between vertical and horizontal polarizations, which are randomized at each
position and step, causing a transition to diffusive motion. These experiments did not
distinguish decoherence mechanisms related to the coin and shift degrees of freedom in
quantum walks.
2. Quantum walks in position and momentum space
A ‘quantum walker’ is a quantum particle that moves in discrete steps, with the step size and the
direction conditioned on the particleʼs internal state. In this work, we speciﬁcally consider the
quantum walk of a pseudo-spin-1/2 particle—that is, of a quantum particle possessing two
controllable internal states—on a periodic, one-dimensional lattice.
In such a quantum walk on the line, the walker performs repeated positional shifts to the
right or to the left by one lattice site conditional to its spinor state. Before each shift, a coin
operation rotates the internal spinor state on the Bloch sphere. The state of a quantum walker is
therefore represented in the product Hilbert space that combines a spin-1/2 system with a lattice
of evenly spaced positions,
= ⊗ = ↑ ↓ = ± ± …s x s x s x, with { , } and 0, 1, 2, . (1)
While in our laboratory, quantum walks are implemented by shifting the position of single
atoms in an optical lattice [3, 13], other realizations have employed abstract position spaces,
such as the time domain with circulating light pulses [12] or the phase space with single trapped
ions [14, 15].
2.1. Quantum walks in position space
The state of a quantum walk after n steps is obtained by repeatedly applying n times the walk
operator, Wˆ , onto the state of the quantum walker. The walk operator, =W SCˆ ˆ ˆ , comprises two
discrete operations: the conditional shift, Sˆ, and the coin, Cˆ.
The conditional shift operator
∑ ∑= ↑ ↑ ⊗ + + ↓ ↓ ⊗ −S x x x xˆ 1 1 (2)
x x
translates the walker to the left or to the right neighboring site conditioned on the spin state. The
coin operation, Cˆ, affects only the spin state, rotating it by an angle, θ, with respect to the y-axis
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σ θ= −( )C iˆ exp ˆ 2 (3)y
where σˆy is the y-component of the Pauli matrices, σˆi. There is no loss of generality in assuming
the rotation along a given axis on the equatorial plane of the Bloch sphere.
The coin angle, θ, essentially determines the unbalance of the walk. The most suited angle
to study the inﬂuence of decoherence in quantum walks is θ π= 2, which is the corresponding
analogue of the classical 50–50 fair coin. In fact, the fair-coin walk—best known as Hadamard
walk—entails the largest amount of quantum superposition during its evolution [16]; each step
of the walk maximally mixes the two spin components in a coherent superposition. In contrast,
coin angles in the proximity of θ = 0 or θ π= correspond to the opposite situation, in which a
walker prepared originally in a given site and spin state follows a purely classical trajectory—
thus with no superposition state involved. These quasi-classical quantum walks are not affected
by decoherence.
2.2. Quantum walks in momentum space
Quantum walks on a periodic lattice are invariant under discrete translations of the lattice itself.
Not only does translational invariance have an important effect on the eigenstates of the walk
operator, Wˆ , and its quasi-energy spectrum, but it also has a signiﬁcant bearing on how
decoherence affects the walkerʼs motion.
By introducing the translation operators, = ∓±T ikˆ exp ( ˆ),1 that translate the walker by one
site either to the right or to the left, the shift operator, Sˆ, can simply be rewritten as
σ= ↑ ↑ ⊗ + ↓ ↓ ⊗ = −+ − ( )S T T i kˆ ˆ ˆ exp ˆ ˆ , (4)z1 1
where kˆ is the quasi-momentum operator and the length unit is chosen to be equal to the lattice
constant. Hence, the walk operator, Wˆ , is diagonal in the k-basis and can be reduced to
= 〈 〉W k k W kˆ ( ) | ˆ | in a subspace with the given quasi-momentum, π〉 = ∑ 〉−k ikx x| (2 ) exp ( )|x1 2
. The operator,W kˆ ( ), acts on the spin state, and its off-diagonal elements measure the spin-orbit
coupling strength that is proportional to θsin ( 2). The diagonalization ofW kˆ ( ) yields the quasi-
energy spectrum composed of two symmetric energy bands
ω θ= ±± k k( ) arccos(cos ( 2) cos ( )), (5)
which are displayed in ﬁgure 1(a). For each quasi-momentum, k, in the Brillouin zone, there
exist two orthogonal eigenspinors, 〉+s k| ( ) and 〉−s k| ( ) , one for each band, which are represented
on the Bloch sphere by polar and azimuthal angles, respectively,
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟ϑ
θ
θ
φ π=
+ +
= ++ +
k k
k2 arctan
tan ( 2)
tan ( 2) sin ( ) sin ( )
and 2 (6)
2 2
for the upper band, and ϑ π ϑ= −− + and φ φ π= +− + for the lower band, as shown in
ﬁgure 1(b). The spin-orbit interaction causes a gap both at k = 0 and π=k d , which separates
the two energy bands by an amount equal to θ. Note that, in the spirit of the Floquet theory, the
dimensionless spectrum, ω± k( ), can, if necessary, be recast in physical units by multiplying it
by τ , where τ is the real duration of a single step of the walk.
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3. Ballistic expansion of long quantum walks of single atoms
A quantum walker that is initially localized on a single lattice site is in an equal superposition of
all quasi-momentum states, although the distribution between the two bands, in general, still
depends on k. In the absence of decoherence, the size of the wave packet after n steps is simply
obtained by averaging the group velocity (expressed in units of sites per step)
ω= ∂ ∂± ±v k k k( ) ( ) (7)g,
over the entire Brillouin zone [8],
∫Δ π θ= = −π
π
−
+
±x n
k
v k n
d
2
( ) (1 sin ( 2) ). (8)g2 2 2 2
In contrast to classic random walks exhibiting diffusive spreading of an initially localized
particle, ( Δ〈 〉 =x n2 ), equation (8) shows that the state of the walker is delocalized over a
number of sites that scales linearly with n. The wave packet performs a ballistic expansion,
which is analogous to that observed in continuous-time system [17].
In the experiments, we interpret the transition from ballistic to diffusive behavior occurring
at a large number of steps as the onset of decoherence effects. Figure 2(a) shows that this
transition occurs in our experiment after about 40 steps, while initial experiments deviated from
ballistic spreading after about 10 steps [3]. The experimental data have been acquired with the
same experimental apparatus employed in [13]: Individual cesium atoms are initialized in a
single site (x = 0 position) of an optical lattice (lattice constant 433 nm). To suppress
inhomogeneous dephasing due to thermal motion, we cool the atoms along the lattice direction
to the lowest vibrational state [18]. Microwave pulses are used both to prepare the initial spin
state and to perform the coin operation in equation (3), coupling the two hyperﬁne states
↓〉 = = = 〉F m| | 3, 3F and ↑〉 = = = 〉F m| | 4, 4F of the electronic ground state. According to
the original idea proposed by Dür et al [5], the state-dependent shift operation in equation (4) is
performed by controlling the polarization of the laser beams forming the optical lattice by
Figure 1. Quasi-energy spectrum and eigenspinors of a Hadamard quantum walk. (a)
Solid and dashed curves represent the two energy bands according to (5). (b) The great
circle shown on the Bloch sphere represents the ensemble of eigenspinors that are
associated to the upper band in (a). The plane in which the eigenspinor rotates while
sweeping across the Brillouin zone is also shown. The color gradient (from yellow to
blue) matches the quasi-momenta in (a) to the corresponding eigenspinors in (b).
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means of an electro-optic modulator [18]. However, instead of applying Sˆ on each step, we
rather alternate Sˆ and Sˆ
†
by a applying a sawtooth-like signal to the electro-optic modulator.
Simple algebra using Paulimatrices reveals that the experiment implements (up to a global
phase change and a spin ﬂip of the ﬁnal state) a Hadamard walk with a redeﬁned coin angle,
θ θ π→ + , and a spin ﬂip of the initial state.
Hence, the spreading behavior of the walker provides us with a ﬁrst quantitative estimate
of the degree of quantumness of the walk. However, such an analysis does not allow us to
discriminate between different physical decoherence mechanisms. In addition, one should also
be aware that the spreading velocity strongly depends on the coin angle both in quantum walks
and in classical random walks. Figure 2(b) shows the measured delocalization rates of a
quantum walk for different coin angles. In general, the observation of a large spreading speed
does not strictly imply good coherence properties since, for instance, a walk with no coin
operation (θ π= in the ﬁgure) always spreads out ballistically regardless of the amount of
decoherence. Related ﬁndings have experimentally been obtained by analyzing slow
ﬂuctuations in the wave-mechanics-analogue implementation of quantum walks [12].
Information about which type of coherence is preserved or lost—a relevant question for
any quantum technology experiment—can only be obtained through a detailed analysis of the
probability distribution of the walk. In our experiment, the probability distribution in position
space can directly be reconstructed by ﬂuorescence imaging of the atoms’ positions, whereas
the distribution in momentum space is not easily accessible3. In this work, we address how
physical information about decoherence can be retrieved from small but distinctive features,
which we have systematically observed in the spatial probability distribution. For instance, we
Figure 2. Coherent delocalization of single atoms during a one-dimensional discrete-
time quantum walk. (a) Measured root-mean-square (RMS) width Δ〈 〉x2 of the spatial
distribution of quantum walks for an increasing number of steps (square points with σ1
error bars). The coin angle is set close to π3 2, precisely θ π≈ 1.38 . The curves
represent the theoretical predictions for an ideal quantum walk (dashed), for a quantum
walk with spin dephasing of 5% per step (solid), and for a classical random walk (the
dash-dotted). (b) Measured delocalization rate as a function of the coin angle, θ (data
points with error bars). The points are obtained from the RMS width of a 12-step
quantum walk normalized to the total number of steps. The solid curve displays the
theoretical prediction of equation (8) after mapping θ θ π→ + to account for the
different deﬁnition of the coin angle used in the experiment.
3 The momentum distribution could be measured with a time-of-ﬂight measurement, which is best suited for large
atomic ensembles rather than single atoms.
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always record a cusp-like maximum of the spatial distribution at the x = 0 position, which is not
predicted by the decoherence-free theory [3]. We tackle this question by employing a
phenomenological model that assigns decoherence rates separately to the two degrees of
freedom: spin and position.
4. Phenomenological model of memoryless dephasing processes
4.1. Spin and spatial decoherence model
We begin with a conventional approach based on the density operator formalism to describe the
nonunitary evolution of the quantum walk. The density operator is given by
∑ρ ρ= ′ ′
′ ′
′ ′ x s x sˆ , , (9)
x x s s
x x s s
, ; ,
, ; ,
where the matrix, ρ ′ ′,x x s s, ; , contains the probabilities of occupying some given site and spin state
(diagonal terms) and the amount of coherence between quantum states 〉x s| , and ′ ′〉x s| , (off-
diagonal terms). With no decoherence, the evolution of the density operator from step n to
+n 1 is simply represented by the unitary process
ρ ρ+ =n W n Wˆ ( 1) ˆ ˆ ( ) ˆ , (10)†
where ρ nˆ ( ) describes the states after n steps. By including decoherence, instead, the evolution
of the walk becomes nonunitary. We assume a simple model in which decoherence takes place
at the end of each step in a discrete-time manner. This assumption is appropriate in experiments
—particularly ours—in which the walkerʼs evolution over a single step is predominantly
coherent. With this model, we replace the continuous decoherence and dephasing processes,
which occur during the entire duration of each step, with a single discrete operation.
In particular, we consider two classes of decoherence that cause the relaxation of spin
coherences and spatial coherences, respectively. We do not consider, instead, relaxation of
populations, which can be caused, for instance, by spin ﬂips or tunneling into adjacent lattice
sites, because these effects take place on a much longer timescale, under typical experimental
conditions. On each step, spin decoherence leaves the spin-diagonal elements, ρ ′ ,x x s s, ; ,
unchanged, while it reduces the spin-off-diagonal elements, ρ ′ ≠ ′,x x s s, ; by a factor − p1 C.
Similarly, spatial decoherence preserves the position-diagonal elements, ρ ′,x x s s, ; , while it
suppresses on each step the position-off-diagonal elements, ρ ≠ ′ ′,x x s s; , by a factor of − p1 S. This
assumption is well suited to describe memoryless decoherence mechanisms such as dephasing
produced by an external ﬁeld with white spectral noise. Although in principle all physical
decoherence mechanisms possess a ﬁnite correlation time (memory), in practice the ‘coarse-
grained’ discretization in time of the quantum walkʼs evolution allows us to model the loss of
coherence with some ﬁxed decay rates, − p1 C and − p1 S. A model of decoherence with long-
time memory is provided in section 5.
Hence, the quantum operation that represents the single step of the walk can be
decomposed into a unitary, decoherence-free contribution (with probability − −p p1 C S) and
an ensemble of nonunitary contributions, which project the walker (namely, the two-level atom)
either into a deﬁnite spin state, = ↑ ↓s { , }, or into some given lattice site, x, with probabilities
pC and pS, respectively:
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   ∑ ∑
ρ ρ
ρ ρ
+ = − −
+ +
( )n p p W n W
p W n W p W n W
ˆ ( 1) 1 ˆ ˆ ( ) ˆ
ˆ ˆ ˆ ( ) ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ( ) ˆ ˆ , (11)
s
s s
x
x x
C S
†
C
† †
S
† †
where the operator  = ∑ 〉〈x s x sˆ | , , |s x projects the spin state onto 〉s| , and the operator
 = ∑ 〉〈x s x sˆ | , , |x s projects the position state onto 〉x| . The process (11) has a self-evident
operator-sum representation, ρ ρ+ = ∑n E n Eˆ ( 1) ˆ ˆ ( ) ˆ ,k k k
†
in terms of the Kraus operators
 = − − = =E p p W E p W E p Wˆ 1 ˆ , ˆ ˆ ˆ , ˆ ˆ ˆ , (12)s s x x0 C S C S
with Eˆ0 being responsible for the coherent evolution and the ensemble of Eˆs and Eˆx operators
contributing to the damping of the off-diagonal terms in ρˆ.
Speciﬁcally, for the spin decoherence model, Brun el al derived the analytic expression of
the ﬁrst two moments of the quantum walkʼs spatial distribution [6], ﬁnding that the quantum
walkʼs behavior turns asymptotically into diffusive spreading with the variance equal to
Δ〈 〉 =x Dn2 (up to an additive constant). The diffusion constant,
= + − − −D p p[1 (1 ) ] [1 (1 ) ],C 2 C 2 diverges for the coherent quantum walk ( =p 0C ),
while it becomes exactly 1 for the fully incoherent walk ( =p 1C )—namely, the same diffusion
constant of the classical random walk. The authors suggest that the match of the diffusion
constant with that of a classical random walk provides evidence of the full quantum-to-classical
transition. On the contrary, the analysis of spin decoherence in section 4.4 reveals that states
with deﬁned quasi-momentum preserve spatial coherence, even for =p 1C .
4.2. Density matrix and spatial coherences
The spatial probability distribution is admittedly the measurable physical quantity that is most
often reported when dealing with quantum walks. It can be easily visualized and directly
accessed in experiments, it has a direct correspondence with the probability distribution of a
classical random walk, and its expansion properties lie at the heart of quantum search
algorithms. However, the spatial probability distribution provides only limited information. For
a deeper understanding of the evolution of a (decohered) quantum walk, we should examine the
entire physical information stored into the density matrix.
We illustrate the effect of decoherence on the spatial coherences of a quantum walk by
letting only one degree of freedom (either spin or position) relax. In ﬁgure 3, we show the result
of a numerical evaluation of the density matrix elements. From top to bottom, we have
increased the decoherence rates, p ,C,S with selected values ranging from 0 (no decoherence) to 1
(fully decohered). In displaying the density matrix, we trace out the spin components,
ρ ρ= ∑ ′Tr ( ˆ) s x x s sS , ; , , to avoid treating each spin-spin combination separately. The top-left to
bottom-right diagonal terms, ρ〈 〉x x| Tr ( ˆ)| ,S of the density matrix thus provide the site
occupation probabilities shown in the ﬁgure.
The comparison between spatial and spin decoherence reveals that both fully decohered
walks, =p 1S and =p 1C , yield the same density matrix with nonzero values only on the main
diagonal. The Gaussian probability distribution of a classical, diffusive random walk is thus
recovered, since quantum paths are not allowed to interfere in either case. However, the
transformation of a quantum walk into a classical random walk follows two qualitatively
different routes for spin and spatial decoherence: Spin decoherence causes a cusp-like
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maximum at the =x 0 position in the probability distribution (see second and third raws in the
ﬁgure), which is in stark contrast to the ﬂat proﬁle caused by spatial decoherence. The two
different behaviors have already been recognized in previous theoretical work [10]. New
physical insight about their origin is provided in section 4.4.
Figure 4 shows an application of the phenomenological decoherence model to two
measured quantum walk distributions of 12 and 40 steps, respectively. Especially for the
longer walk, the distribution clearly exhibits a pronounced maximum in the proximity of the
center, which we thus interpret as evidence of decoherence mechanisms affecting
predominantly the spin degree of freedom. As shown in the ﬁgure, we ﬁnd a very good
agreement between the experimental data and theoretical model, which has been ﬁtted using
the maximum-likelihood estimator with the coin angle, θ, and spin decoherence rate, p ,C as
free parameters. The spatial decoherence rate is simply ﬁxed equal to zero, =p 0S . Typical
ﬁtted values of pC lie around 5%, which matches the estimate obtained with the analysis of
the RMS size of the quantum walk distributions in ﬁgure 2. Our present ﬁnding that single
atoms in state-dependent optical lattices are mainly susceptible to spin decoherence is also
supported by earlier investigations, which we performed using atom interferometry
techniques [19]. Section 6 discusses the most relevant physical decoherence mechanisms
in our apparatus. Their detailed experimental identiﬁcation and elimination requires
further work.
While the diagonal terms of ρˆ yield the probability distribution, the off-diagonal terms
reveal the coherences of the quantum walk. Among the off-diagonal terms, we speciﬁcally
Figure 3. Theoretical spatial density matrix and probability distributions of a 40-step
Hadamard quantum walk in the presence of decoherence. The walker starts in the
localized, spin-symmetric state, ↑ 〉 + ↓ 〉i(| , 0 | , 0 ) 2 . Only even sites are displayed
because the probability of occupying odd sites is equal to zero. Left and right columns
describe pure spin and spatial decoherence, respectively. The amount of decoherence
increases from top to bottom, taking the values: =p 0.00, 0.05, 0.15, 0.25,C,S and
1.00. The square panels display in false color scale the absolute value of the density
matrix traced over the spin degree of freedom (values increase from dark blue to red).
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consider a particular cut through the density matrix, consisting of the antidiagonal terms
ρ− = 〈− 〉G x x x x( , ) | Tr ( ˆ)|S , where
∑ ρ= ( )G x y a a( , ) Tr ˆ (13)
s
x s y s,
†
,
corresponds to the single particle correlation function (ax s,
† , ax s, create and annihilate a particle
in site x and spin s). The result is displayed in ﬁgure 5 for different amounts of decoherence. For
a quantum walk with no decoherence, = =p p 0S C , the quantum walker is maximally
delocalized and the spatial coherences extend rather uniformly over the entire region of
populated lattice sites (ﬂat-top proﬁle in the ﬁgure). With the onset of decoherence, instead,
spatial coherences loose the long-range character.
The effect of spin decoherence on spatial coherences is mediated by the spin-orbit
coupling occurring during the shift operation, Sˆ. The behavior of the correlation function in
ﬁgure 5(a) seems to indicate that spatial coherences are exponentially suppressed with the
distance. Therefore, by assuming, an exponential suppression of the correlation function,
Figure 4.Measured spatial probability distribution of a Hadamard quantum walk for (a)
12 steps and initial ↑ 〉| , 0 state, and (b) 40 steps and initial ↑ 〉 + ↓ 〉i(| , 0 | , 0 ) 2 state.
A pure spin decoherence model (circles) is ﬁtted to the measured data (histogram with
68% conﬁdence Clopper-Pearson error bars). The ﬁt also accounts for the ﬁnite 90%
efﬁciency of our apparatus to correctly detect the discrete displacement of the atom
along the lattice. The ﬁts yield (a) = ±p 1 1%C under optimal experimental
conditions, and (b) = ±p 6 1%C under slightly worse experimental conditions. We
interpret the central point in (b), which visibly deviates from the expected value, as an
outlying event (occurrence probability around 0.1%).
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≈ − −G x y G x y x y ℓ| ( , ) | | ( , ) | exp [ ( ) ]0 , with respect to the unperturbed one, G x y( , )0 , we
derive the coherence length, ℓ, by means of a numerical ﬁt procedure for different values of pC.
The result, which is shown in ﬁgure 5(c), can be compared with the estimate of ℓ based on a
simple model: The quantum walker must be able to perform at least x steps coherently in order
to develop spatial coherences between the pair of sites at positions x and−x. The probability for
x coherent steps is − p(1 )xC , which we equate to the suppression factor − x ℓexp ( 2 ) of the
correlation function. We therefore obtain ≈ −ℓ p1 log (1 1 )C . This simple model is able to
very accurately reproduce the numerical result for nearly incoherent quantum walks when
≲p 1C , and it provides the correct qualitative behavior for ≪p 1C , in which case ℓ is inversely
proportional to pC.
Spatial decoherence, instead, directly suppresses spatial coherences, which are uniformly
reduced at each step by a factor − p1 S, as shown in ﬁgure 5(b). A central peak becomes
dominant at larger values of pS, or after a sufﬁciently large number of steps. The numerical
analysis of the central peak hints at an exponential fall-off of the spatial coherences with a
coherence length, ≈ℓ 1, for mild decoherence—that is, when pS is only a small fraction of 1.
For strong decoherence, when pS approaches 1, the coherence length becomes shorter, <ℓ 1,
and eventually reaches 0 for =p 0S . In general, this behavior of the central peak is also found
Figure 5. Single-particle correlation function −G x x| ( , ) |, computed for a 40-step
Hadamard quantum walk under identical conditions as those in ﬁgure 3 for (a) pure spin
decoherence and (b) pure spatial decoherence. (c) For pure spin decoherence, the
coherence length is shown as a function of the spin decoherence rate, pC. The solid line
is the result of a numerical analysis, and the dashed line represents the simple analytical
model described in the text.
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in continuous-time quantum-tunneling systems in the presence of spatial decoherence, and it is
thus not the prerogative of the coined quantum walk system4.
By comparing the two types of decoherence, ﬁgure 5 shows that spin decoherence has
signiﬁcantly less inﬂuence on spatial coherences for the same decoherence rate. In special cases,
spatial coherences can even survive maximal spin decoherence, =p 1,C if the initial state has a
deﬁnite quasi-momentum, k, as explained in greater detail in section 4.4.
4.3. Wigner function and quantum walks
The Wigner function offers an alternative way to present the evolution of quantum coherences
during the quantum walk [20]. Like the density matrix, the Wigner function contains all
physical information about the quantum state of the walker. However, the Wigner function also
provides a direct connection to the phase space structure, where the effects of decoherence on
the quantum transport properties can be best understood.
The Wigner function in discrete systems has hitherto found little application compared to
its broad use in continuous-phase space systems. In discrete systems, the usual deﬁnition, which
is based on the Fourier transform of the off-diagonal density matrix elements, needs to be
adapted to account for discrete positions (x-space) and for cyclic boundary conditions in the
Brillouin zone (k-space). The proper deﬁnition that is suited for a lattice system is provided by
the rotational Wigner function, which has been introduced for the equivalent phase space of the
conjugated variables angle (continuous, periodic) and angular momentum (quantized) [21, 22].
We therefore obtain the deﬁnition of the Wigner function
∫π ρ= ′ − ′ + ′ ′π
π
′
−
+
− ′W x k k k k s k k s( , )
1
d e , ˆ , (14)s s i xk,
2
2
2
for the pair of 〉s| and ′〉s| spin states. The argument of the discrete Wigner function, x, takes
integer values, while k takes any real value within the Brillouin zone. We recall that the
normalization condition is δ〈 ′〉 = − ′k k k k| ( ) for the quasi-momentum states. The ‘marginals’
of the Wigner function yield the probability distributions in position space, ∫−∞
∞
kW x kd ( , )s s, ,
and the probability distribution in momentum space, ∑ W x k( , ),x s s, for a given spin state, 〉s| . It
holds the obvious condition, ∫∑ =−∞
∞
kW xd ( ) 1,x s s s, , on the total probability. A different
deﬁnition of the Wigner function in a lattice system for spinless and spinor particles has recently
been proposed [23, 24]. However, this alternative deﬁnition leads to an ambiguous
interpretation of the displayed results, mainly because the marginals do not coincide with the
probability distributions and because of the presence of ‘ghost’ image artifacts [25].
Because the eigenstates have a deﬁnite spin for each quasi-momentum, k (see section 2.2),
it is natural to express the Wigner function in the k-dependent eigenspinor basis rather than in
the ↑ ↓{ , } spin basis. We therefore introduce the Wigner functions
∑
∑
= ′
= ′
+ ′ + + ′
− ′ − − ′
W x k s s k s k s W x k
W x k s s k s k s W x k
( , ) ( ) ( ) ( , )
( , ) ( ) ( ) ( , ) (15)
s s s s
s s s s
, ,
, ,
4 For continuous-time systems, mild and strong decoherence regimes are distinguished depending on whether the
decoherence rate is smaller or bigger than the tunneling rate, respectively.
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associated with the upper and lower bands, respectively. We recall that 〉+s k| ( ) and 〉−s k| ( ) are
the eigenspinors corresponding to the upper and lower band with quasi-momentum, 〉k| ; see the
deﬁnition in equation 6. The marginal distribution obtained summing over positions,
∑ ±W x k( , )x , yields the probability of occupying an eigenstate of quasi-momentum, k, in
either the upper (+) or the lower band (−). The other marginal distribution obtained integrating
over quasi-momenta, ∫−∞
∞
±kW x kd ( , ), requires instead a more careful interpretation, since it can
take negative values. It does not represent, in fact, any probability distribution associated with a
measurable observable, as it is not possible (owing to the non-commutativity of position and
momentum) to simultaneously determine in which lattice site, x, and in which band, + −{ , }, the
walker resides. Hence, only after tracing out the band index (or equivalently, the spin) we obtain
the spatial probability distribution of the walker, ∫∑± −∞
∞
±kW x kd ( , ).
The resulting Wigner distribution is shown in ﬁgure 6 for an ideal Hadamard quantum
walk after 40 steps, as well as for a classical random walk ( = =p p 1C S ) with a fair coin toss.
The interpretation of the displayed phase space distribution merits a detailed discussion:
• For both walks, all quasi-momenta in the Brillouin zone are uniformly populated, but with
a signiﬁcant difference: For the quantum walk, the quasi-momentum states are in a
quantum superposition, while for the random walk they instead form an incoherent
statistical mixture. This difference is evidenced by the existence of negative values of the
Wigner function in the quantum walk case (the blue stripes in ﬁgure 6), which do not
appear in the random walk case, where the Wigner function is always positive.
• In the absence of decoherence, the momentum probability distribution remains constant for
the entire duration of the walk because the eigenstates of Wˆ possess deﬁnite quasi-
momentum. If the walker is initially localized in a single-lattice site, the ﬁlling of the upper
and lower band depends on k, according to σ〈 〉+s k| ( ) | |2 and σ〈 〉−s k| ( ) | |2 momentum
distributions, with σ〉| being the initial spin state, as shown by the momentum marginal
distribution in the side panel of ﬁgure 6.
• The S-shaped structures noticeable in the quantum walkʼs Wigner function reﬂect the
behavior of the group velocity, ±v k( ),g, introduced in equation (7). In particular, the
caustic-like distribution of the Wigner function around π= ±k 2 accounts for the two
outbound crests in the ballistic expansion of the quantum walk.
4.4. Decoherence analysis in momentum space
We gain further insight into the origin of the cusp-like peak shown in ﬁgure 4 by investigating
the effect of decoherence on selected eigenstates of the walk operator, Wˆ . We consider two
distinct, limiting cases, in which the quantum walker is initially set either at rest (k = 0) or in a
superposition of opposite quasi-momentum states, π= ±k 2, of the same band. We call the
latter a k-cat state [26].
Rather than considering inﬁnitely delocalized eigenstates, 〉 ⊗ 〉±s k k| ( ) | , in our
decoherence model, we opt for realistic, Gaussian-shaped wave packets,
Δ〉 ⊗ ∑ −±s k x x ikx| ( ) exp ( (4 )) exp ( )x 2 02 , which constitute an excellent approximation of
the walkʼs eigenstates in the limit of large Δx0. The analysis of the spatial probability
distribution presented in ﬁgure 7 allows us to grasp the principal differences between spin and
spatial decoherence.
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Note ﬁrst, though, that without decoherence the walker at rest preserves its position
centered at x = 0, though its RMS size increases according to Δ Δ Δ≈ + ⋆x t x n m x( ) (2 )02 2 0 2
[27], with θ= ±⋆m | tan ( 2)| being the effective mass in the upper (+) and lower (−) band at
k = 0; the size of the walker thus remains essentially unchanged for Δ< ⋆n m x02 steps before
expanding ballistically with n. In contrast, the walker in the k-cat state splits into two
Figure 6. Phase space analysis of discrete-time quantum walks. (a) Wigner functions,
±W x k( , ), computed for a 40-step Hadamard quantum walk with initial state
↑ 〉 + ↓ 〉i(| , 0 | , 0 ) 2 , and (b) Wigner functions, W x k( , ),s s, for the corresponding
classical random walk. The upper panels display the position marginal distribution. The
side panels show the momentum marginal distribution, where the solid and dashed lines
refer to the Wigner function on the left- and right-hand side, respectively. In (b), the two
lines perfectly overlap.
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counterpropagating wave packets, which propagate at the maximum group velocity, θ±cos ( 2).
The bimodal coherent distribution reﬂects the two lateral peaks appearing in the quantum walk
distribution of an initially localized particle, as seen in ﬁgure 4.
Considering the effect of decoherence, we notice in ﬁgure 7 that the spatial distribution of
the =k 0 wave packet is nearly unaffected by spin decoherence, while it is signiﬁcantly
dispersed by spatial decoherence. For the k-cat state, in contrast, the spatial distribution is
dispersed for both types of decoherence and it exhibits a noticeable occupation of the central
positions—although, importantly, without exhibiting any central peak. These two observations
indicate that the cusp-like peak occurring in the presence of spin decoherence, as seen in
ﬁgure 4, indeed originates from the quasi-momentum components near k = 0.
The Wigner function enables a visual representation and a more detailed comparison of the
inﬂuence of position and spin decoherence on the coherence properties in k-space. The two
limiting cases presented in ﬁgure 7 are considered separately in ﬁgures 8 and 9, which illustrate
their phase space dynamics. In essence, the main effects are:
• Spin decoherence causes a repopulation of the two bands without modifying the k-
distributions.
• Spatial decoherence causes a collapse of the wavefunction into individual lattice sites.
Hence, each decoherence event is associated with a rapid spreading in k-space.
4.4.1. Decoherence of a walker at rest. The Wigner function in the absence of decoherence
(central row of ﬁgure 8) shows that the walker retains the initial phase-space distribution nearly
intact after 40 steps: namely, a minimal uncertainty Gaussian-shaped proﬁle populating a single
band only. Owing to the large position uncertainty, Δ ≫x 10 , the quasi-momentum is narrowly
spread within the Brillouin zone, Δ Δ=k x1 (2 )0 0 .
Spin decoherence leads to an incoherent and even population of the two bands, while
leaving the k-space distribution unaffected. The latter is a consequence of the translational
invariance of the Kraus operators, Eˆs, in equation (12). Hence, spin decoherence does not
signiﬁcantly modify the spatial distribution for a small number of steps, Δ<n x02, because
around k = 0, both bands exhibit the same motional dynamics of a particle at rest. Note also that
the narrow momentum distribution in the Brillouin zone implies spatial coherences extending
Figure 7. Effect of decoherence on spatial wave packets with narrow Gaussian quasi-
momentum distributions after a 40-step Hadamard quantum walk. Initially, a wave
packet with an RMS width Δ =x 8 20 sites was prepared in the upper band in (a)
k = 0, and in a superposition of π= ±k 2.
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over several lattice sites, which survive in spite of spin decoherence, even for maximum
decoherence rate of =p 1C .
Spatial decoherence, instead, leads to partial projection of the wave packet onto individual
lattice sites. Thus, the k-space volume is evenly ﬁlled, making large group velocity components
available to the walker. Because of that, mild spatial decoherence can even accelerate the initial
expansion of the wave packet (see also ﬁgure 7(a)).
Figure 8. Decoherence of a narrow k-distribution around =k 0: Wigner functions and
quasi-momentum marginals are displayed after 40 steps for different amounts of spin
and spatial decoherence. The slightly skewed orientation of the Wigner proﬁle in the
central row is due to the nonvanishing spread in k-space of the initial wave packet.
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4.4.2. Decoherence of k-cat states. As in the preceding example, the Wigner function in the
absence of decoherence (central row of ﬁgure 9) is concentrated in a single band. The two
outbound peaks move at the maximum possible speed of the quantum walk, preserving the
original, narrow momentum spread. In addition, two thin, horizontal stripes of the Wigner
function exhibit negative values near k = 0 and π=k , which are regarded as the evidence of the
nonclassicality of the k-cat state. This behavior resembles the phase-space Schrödinger cats
generated with a micromaser setup [28].
Figure 9. Decoherence of a coherent bimodal k-distribution around π= ±k 2: Wigner
functions and quasi-momentum marginals are displayed after 40 steps for different
amounts of spin and spatial decoherence.
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Spin decoherence populates the complementary band without changing the k-distribution.
For equal k-values, the complementary band group velocity is opposite to the original group
velocity. This stochastic changes of direction prevent the gap between the two outbound peaks
from forming. Multiple band-changing processes tend to equilibrate the spatial distribution in
the original band towards a Gaussian proﬁle, too. The vanishing of the negative-valued stripes
indicates the rapid loss of coherence between the two outbound peaks. Spatial decoherence
leaves a fraction of incoherent population behind, which in turn starts a new secondary quantum
walk and again prevents the gap around x = 0.
5. Decoherence model of dephasing processes with long-time memory
The effects of decoherence strongly reﬂect whether the decoherence process has a memory of
the previous history of the walk. In cases where there is no memory, the decoherence process is
said to be Markovian, which is the scenario discussed in section 4. However, in cases where
some memory of the past is retained, decoherence is said to be non-Markovian, since in this
case the environment or the perturbing external ﬁeld exhibits nonzero correlations over a
timescale comparable to, or even longer than, the duration of the walk.
Non-Markovian decoherence of discrete-time quantum walks has hitherto been studied for
the particular case of a one-step-long memory [29]. Ahlbrecht et al [8] developed methods
based on perturbation theory to compute the long-time asymptotic spatial distributions. Here,
we provide an exact solution for the quasi-stationary spin dephasing processes, which are of
great interest for the experiments. We speciﬁcally consider the situation in which the walk
operator, Wˆ , is modiﬁed to
ζσ=ζ ( )W i Wˆ exp ˆ 2 ˆ , (16)z
which accounts for a quasi energy shift, ζ, between the two spin states. In our model, we assume
ζ to be constant for the entire duration of the walk, and to be randomly drawn on each
realization of the walk with a certain probability distribution, ζf ( ). This model is, in fact, suited
to describe shot-to-shot ﬂuctuations of the energy difference between the two spin components,
which can be caused by slowly varying external perturbations or inhomogeneous (i.e., different
for each walker) energy shifts (see also section 6).
The key property of this decohered quantum walk consists of the fact that its time
evolution is computed using the same walk operator, Wˆ , but displaced in k-space by ζ 2,
ζ= 〈 〉 = −ζ ζW k k W k k W kˆ ( ) | ˆ ( ) | ˆ ( 2). Thus, the quasi-energy spectrum in equation (5) is also
displaced by the same amount, ω ω ζ= −ζ ± ±k k( ) ( 2), . The spatial probability distribution of
the walker averaged over ζ can be exactly derived for a walker prepared initially in a single site,
〉x| ,0 with spin σ〉| . The probability amplitude of ﬁnding the walker after n steps at position x
with spin s is
σ σ= =ζ ζ ζ− −a x s s x W x s x W x( , ) , ˆ , e , ˆ , , (17)
n i x x n
0
( ) 2
0
0
where the identity, ζ ζ∑ − 〉〈 − ⊗ 〉〈± ± ±s k s k k k| ( 2) ( 2)| | |,k, has been inserted in front of
σ 〉x| , 0 . One notable aspect of this decoherence process is that the spatial probability
distribution, ∫ ζ ζ σ= 〈 〉ζf a x s s x W xd ( ) | ( , )| | , | ˆ | , | ,n2 0 2 is equal to that of a fully coherent walk.
Hence, neither the spatial distribution nor the local spin orientation depend on ζ, and the
expansion remains ballistic. We therefore conclude that the effect of such a dephasing
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mechanism is not observable through local quantum-state tomography techniques [3]. On the
contrary, note that the spatial probability distribution of a wave packet with deﬁned initial
quasi-momentum, k, does depend on ζ. In that case, the wave packet splits into two
components of different weights because of the two bands, with their positions being
displaced after n steps by ζ−±v k n( 2)g, . The ﬁnal distribution can be obtained by averaging
over ζ.
Unlike the probability distribution, the spatial coherences of an initially localized walker
do depend on ζ, and become suppressed by averaging over the distribution, ζf ( ). Using the
probability amplitudes in equation (17), the single-particle correlation function introduced in
(13) is obtained by computing
∫ ζ ζ= ζ− −G x y G x y f( , ) ( , ) d ( )e . (18)i y x0 ( ) 2
The result puts the correlation function of the decohered walk directly in relation with that one
of the unperturbed walk. The integral yields a suppression of the spatial correlations (that is, the
spatial coherences), which is worth computing for two special distributions. For a Gaussian
distribution, ζ πΔ ζ Δ= −ζ ζ−f ( ) (2 ) exp [ (2 )]2 1 2 2 2 with ζ−∞ < < ∞, we obtain
Δ= − −ζG x y G x y x y| ( , ) | | ( , ) | exp [ ( ) 2]0 2 2 , which exhibits a Gaussian suppression of spatial
coherences as a function of the distance between two sites, as shown in ﬁgure 10(a).
In the second example, we consider the distribution ζ ζ Δ Δ= − ζ ζf ( ) exp [ ] with ζ > 0,
which represents in dimensionless units the potential energy distribution of a thermal atom in a
two-dimensional harmonic trap [30]. This distribution is physically relevant for our system
because it describes the differential light shift experienced by an atom cooled to the ground state
of the longitudinal motion in the optical lattice (cf the discussion about differential light shifts in
appendix). We obtain the correlation function
Figure 10. Single-particle correlation function, −G x x| ( , ) |, of a 40-step Hadamard
quantum walk with localized initial state (as in ﬁgure 5). The shaded green curves are
obtained by numerically computing the evolution of the quantum walker for increasing
values of the inhomogeneous dephasing, Δζ, in the case of (a) a Gaussian distribution,
and (b) a thermal Boltzmann distribution in a two-dimensional harmonic potential. The
computed curves are identical to those predicted by the analytic formula in
equation (18). The thick magenta lines display the integral term in the analytic
formula, which represents the amount of coherence suppression.
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Δ
=
+ −ζ
G x y
G x y
x y
( , )
( , )
1 ( ) 4
, (19)
0
2 2
which is shown in ﬁgure 10(b). We deﬁne the coherence length, Δ= ζℓ 2 , as the characteristic
spatial scale on which coherences extend, as shown in equation (19). The remarkable ﬁnding is
that the coherence length, ℓ, can directly be expressed in terms of the inhomogeneous
coherence time, T2, as deﬁned in [30]. We obtain τ=ℓ T2 , where τ is the duration of a single
step. This result permits an intuitive interpretation of the coherence length in terms of the
number of steps that can be performed within the coherence time.
6. Physical decoherence mechanisms in neutral atom experiments
A classiﬁcation scheme that provides insight into decoherence of discrete-time quantum walks
relies on two criteria, which distinguish:
(i) spatial and spin decoherence,
(ii) whether the decoherence mechanism is directly induced by the environment independently
of the walk operations (environment-induced decoherence) or if, instead, it modiﬁes the
behavior of the coin operation (coin-mediated decoherence) or the shift operation (shift-
mediated decoherence).
Using these criteria, table 1 reports the decoherence mechanisms that affect discrete-time
quantum walks in neutral atom experiments. In appendix, we discuss each decoherence
mechanism individually. We also provide an estimate of the coherence length, ℓ, and of the
decoherence rates, pC and p ,S for the mechanisms that can be described using the decoherence
model developed in this work.
7. Discussion and outlook
In this work, we have covered two classes of decoherence mechanisms, which affect either the
internal or external degrees of freedom of discrete-time quantum walks. We have shown that
our phenomenological decoherence model can give a precise account of the measured spatial
distributions, which we recorded for quantum walks up to about 100 steps in our neutral atom
experiment. For Markov decoherence mechanisms, the spin and spatial decoherence rates,
which are deﬁned as the amount of decoherence per step, give us quantitative, accurate
indicators of the coherence of the quantum walk. In our experiment, for instance, we routinely
employ these rates for the ﬁne tuning of the experimental apparatus.
We have separately considered decoherence mechanisms with memory. An analytic
solution for the case of quasi-stationary spin dephasing, which is especially relevant for real
experiments, has been obtained. Unexpectedly, we ﬁnd that the local properties of the quantum
walk are not affected by this decoherence mechanism. Spatial coherences, however, decay over
a ﬁnite coherence length, which we express as a function of the dephasing strength. Future
experimental investigations should be able to measure the coherence length (e.g., with atom
interferometry techniques) and compare it with the theoretical prediction.
We should also note that, in spite of the speciﬁc form of the Kraus operators, which have
been chosen to describe our experiment, several of our ﬁndings apply, in general, to the whole
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class of either spin or spatial decoherence. In fact, the repopulation of all momentum states by
spatial decoherence, and vice versa, the preservation of the momentum distribution by spin
decoherence, are a consequence of the translational symmetry of the respective Kraus operators,
rather than being dependent on speciﬁc details.
The discrete Wigner function representation developed in this work provides a novel tool for
the visualization of decoherence phenomena in discrete-time quantum walks. This representation
has proven useful in relating the spectral properties of discrete-time quantum walks in momentum
space to the effects induced by decoherence. We have shown how spin and spatial decoherence,
which exhibit striking differences in the momentum distribution, leave a visible imprint in the
position distribution as well, namely on the central cusp-like maximum. The direct experimental
investigation of quantum walks in the momentum space could provide further insight into
decoherence mechanisms. To that end, wave packets with deﬁned quasi-momentum—that is,
Table 1. Dominant physical decoherence mechanisms affecting quantum walks of
single atoms in state-dependent optical lattices. Translationally invariant mechanisms
contribute to spin decoherence. Mechanisms that do not resolve the spin state but break
the translational symmetry contribute to spatial decoherence. Circled crosses set apart
decoherence mechanisms that are accounted for by either the Eˆs or Eˆx operator in
equation (12), and boxed crosses identify quasi-stationary dephasing effects discussed
in section 5. See appendix for a detailed discussion of each mechanism.
Decoherence source Spin decoherence Spatial decoherence
E C S E
Differential scalar light shift ×
Differential vectorial light shift due to polarization
ellipticity
×
Lattice depth ﬂuctuations ×
Uniform magnetic ﬁeld ﬂuctuations ×
Magnetic ﬁeld gradient ﬂuctuations × × ×
Differential potential wobbling during transport
Motional excitations during transport
Fluctuations of the relative lattice position × ×
Fluctuations of the common-mode lattice position × ×
Rayleigh scattering of lattice photons
Raman scattering of lattice photons × ×
Coherent tunneling
E: environment-induced decoherence C: coin-mediated decoherence S: shift-mediated decoherence
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with a coherent delocalization over several lattice sites—need to be prepared by either subrecoil
cooling of atomic motion [31] or by directly using a Bose–Einstein condensate.
Finally, we remark that a measurement of the Wigner function represents an interesting
experimental avenue to explore, which would enable direct experimental access to the phase-
space properties of quantum walks. However, further theoretical investigation is needed to
identify measurement schemes that permit an efﬁcient reconstruction of the Wigner function.
One possibility could be provided by the measurement of the expectation value of the displaced
parity operator [28, 32–34]: Spatial displacements can be realized with translations of the state-
dependent optical lattice, while momentum displacements can be produced by means of an
external artiﬁcial electric ﬁeld [13]. A method for measuring the parity of the wavefunction has
not yet been found.
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Appendix. Detailed analysis of physical decoherence mechanisms
This appendix provides a thorough discussion of the physical decoherence mechanisms
presented in table 1.
Differential light shifts displace the resonance frequency separating the two spin states by
an amount proportional to the light intensity.
Atoms that are thermally distributed—as in our experiment, in which atoms have been
cooled to the motional ground state only in the lattice direction—experience different values of
the light intensity, which depends on their exact location inside the potential wells of the optical
lattice. Because the timescale of the transverse motion is on the order of 30 steps, the motion
along the transversal direction can be considered, for simplicityʼs sake, as frozen during the
entire walk. Therefore, during the quantum walk, each atom experiences a different detuning of
the resonance frequency (inhomogeneous broadening), which produces a dephasing of the two
spin components and also impairs the coin operation.
Each run of the quantum walk is characterized by a quasi-energy shift between the two
spin components (see section 5) that amounts to ζ η τ= U| | , where η denotes the relative
differential light shift and U represents the potential depth at the position of the atom in the
lattice. We recall that τ is the duration of a single step of the walk. The parameter η takes into
account scalar and vectorial components, η η η ϵ= + ′s v , with ϵ being the degree of ellipticity of
the light polarization. The ellipticity, ϵ = − ++ − + −I I I I( ) ( ), reﬂects the imbalance between
the ±I intensity components with ±-circular polarization.
The scalar effect was modeled by Kuhr et al [30] and is caused by the nonzero hyperﬁne
frequency splitting, Δ ,HF between ↑〉| and ↓〉| states. This effect yields
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⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟η Δ Δ Δ Δ Δ= + − −
3
2
1 1
. (A.1)s HF
D1 D2 D1 D2
Here, ΔD1 and ΔD2 are the lattice detunings from the D1 and D2 lines.
The vectorial effect was modeled by Steffen et al [35] and is caused by imperfections of
the light polarization (ellipticity) of the optical lattice. This effect yields
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦η Δ ΔΔ Δ′ = ↑ ↑ − ↓ ↓
−
+
m g m g( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2
. (A.2)F F F Fv
D1 D2
D1 D2
Here, mF(s) and gF(s) are, respectively, the magnetic quantum number and the g-factor
associated with the s spin state. Note that in the electronic ground state of alkali atoms,
↓ = − ↑g g( ) ( )F F .
In our experiment, with ↑ =g ( ) 1 4,F we obtain η = × −2.5 10s 3 and η′ = 7 4v . Using the
deﬁnition in [30] of the inhomogeneous coherence time, η= T k T2 (| | )2 B , we estimate that
≈T 6002 μs due to the scalar effect and μ ϵ≈T 1 s | |2 for the vectorial effect, where the
experimental transverse temperature, ≈T 102D μk has been used. Based on the decoherence
model in section 5, we compute the coherence length, ℓ, as the ratio τT2 , obtaining ≈ℓ 20 sites
for the scalar effect and ϵ≈ℓ 0.03 sites for the vectorial effect. We measure the ellipticity
caused by stress-induced birefringence in the vacuum cell employing the atoms themselves as a
measurement probe [35]. We ﬁnd typical values on the order of ϵ ≈ −10 2 and, correspondingly,
≈ℓ 3 sites. We showed in [35] that the optical birefringence can be signiﬁcantly suppressed,
and thus the coherence length extended, by aligning the light polarization to one of the optical
birefringence axes. In addition, Kim et al [36] showed that the vectorial component of the
differential light shift can be exploited to compensate for the scalar light shift.
Fluctuations of the lattice depth originate from intensity ﬂuctuations and beam pointing
instabilities of the optical lattice laser beams. We distinguish common-mode intensity
ﬂuctuations of the two circularly polarized components, = ++ −I I I( ) 2cm , from relative
variations, = −+ −I I Ir . Common-mode intensity ﬂuctuations make the scalar differential light
shift vary in time, while relative intensity ﬂuctuations produce a vectorial differential light shift.
Providing time correlations across subsequent steps can be neglected (i.e., for sufﬁciently ﬂat
ﬂuctuation spectra). The decoherence rate, = −p 1 ,C can be expressed in terms of the
contrast, , recorded by a Ramsey interferometer (with no spin echo) subject to the same
ﬂuctuation spectrum [30]. Recall that the contrast of a Ramsey interferometer is deﬁned as twice
the off-diagonal density matrix element of the qubit. We can therefore compute pC in terms of
the spectral power density of the external ﬂuctuating ﬁelds.
Common-mode intensity ﬂuctuations yield a spin decoherence rate of
ΔΦ ΔΦ= − − ≈p 1 exp ( 2) 2C 2 2 , where the phase variance is determined by the relative
intensity noise spectrum, ωRIN( ) of Icm,
∫ΔΦ τ η ω ωτ ω= ∞
U
d sinc ( 2)RIN( ), (A.3)2
2 2
0
2
2 0
2
with U0 being the potential depth at the bottom of the lattice. In the integral, a low-frequency
cut-off at around t1 tot is implicitly assumed, which accounts for the ﬁnite overall duration, ttot,
of a quantum walk experiment.
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Relative intensity ﬂuctuations, instead, translate into a time-varying polarization
ellipticity, ϵ = I I(2 )r cm , which produces a vectorial differential light shift. In this case, the
phase variance determining pC is related to the noise spectral density, ωϵS ( ), of the
ellipticity,
∫ΔΦ τ η ω ωτ ω= ′ ϵ∞
U
Sd sinc ( 2) ( ). (A.4)2
2
v
2
0
2
2 0
2
Because η η′ ≫v , relative ﬂuctuations are potentially more harmful than common-mode
ﬂuctuations of the same magnitude. Fortunately, the magnitude of relative ﬂuctuations is
expected to be small since these ﬂuctuations can only be produced by the electro-optic
modulator through mechanical resonances, thermal gradients, or voltage noise.
Uniform magnetic ﬁeld ﬂuctuations produce a homogeneous displacement of the
resonance frequency. Just as for ﬂuctuations of the lattice depth, we can estimate the spin
decoherence rate as ΔΦ≈p 2C 2 , where the phase variance is determined by the noise spectral
density, ωS ( ),B of the magnetic ﬁeld, B, along the quantization axis (namely, the lattice
direction),
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ ∫ΔΦ τ μ ω ωτ ω= ↑ ↑ − ↓ ↓ ∞ m g m g S( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) d sinc ( 2) ( ). (A.5)
B
F F F F B
2
2 2
2
2
0
2
Experimentally, we directly measure the loss of contrast due to magnetic-ﬁeld ﬂuctuations by
performing a microwave Ramsey spectroscopy with free-falling atoms, which are therefore not
perturbed by the optical dipole trap. The measurement shows that the contrast drops to about
50% at around τ20 . Modeling the loss of contrast with an exponential curve, we estimate a
decoherence rate, p ,C between 3% and 4%, which would correspond to ΔΦ ≈ × −7 10 2, or
equivalently to a magnetic ﬁeld white noise, ω π≈ × −S ( ) (4.5 10 G Hz ) (2 ),B 6 2 in the
bandwidth determined by τ ≈1 30 kHz. In reality, the noise spectrum is not ﬂat, but rather
peaked around the power line frequency (50Hz) and its harmonics. To minimize power line
disturbances, the quantum walk is performed in the experiment synchronously with the power
line signal.
Magnetic ﬁeld gradient ﬂuctuations are conceptually similar to uniform magnetic ﬁeld
ﬂuctuations. Their contribution is expected to be smaller than that of uniform magnetic ﬁelds
since the size of a quantum walk (a few tens of microns) is several orders of magnitude smaller
than the distance separating the atoms from the magnetic ﬁeld sources. In addition to spin
decoherence, a ﬂuctuating ﬁeld gradient also contributes to spatial decoherence since it brings
about position-dependent dephasing.
Differential potential wobbling refers to the spin-dependent variation of the optical lattice
depth, which occurs during the shift operation [18]. During the transport of the atom, in fact,
the optical lattice changes from a lin-∥-lin to lin-∠-lin conﬁguration, until it reaches again a
lin-∥-lin conﬁguration. The largest vectorial differential light shift is experienced when the
lattice is in a lin-⊥-lin conﬁguration. In this conﬁguration, the relative differential light shift
between the two spin components amounts to
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η Δ Δ
Δ Δ
=
↑ ↑ + ↓ ↓ −
+⊥
m g m g( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2 2
. (A.6)
F F F F D1 D2
D1 D2
Following similar arguments as those in the preceding discussion about differential light shift,
we estimate the inhomogeneous coherence length, ℓ, using the model developed in section 5.
With η =⊥ 1 8 in our experiment and approximating the average relative differential light shift
during the shift operation with η⊥ 2, we ﬁnd ≈ℓ 0.8 sites. In spite of the very short coherence
length, shot-to-shot dephasing has no effect on the local properties of the quantum walk, as
proven in section 5. Evidence of this strong inhomogeneous dephasing due to differential
potential wobbling is independently obtained in our experiment by atom interferometry along
the lines of [19], but omitting the spin echo. We observe that the contrast drops dramatically
down to about 30% when the atomʼs wavefunction is split to 1 lattice site separation. The
observed contrast drop is in accordance with our estimate of the coherence length. In atom
interferometry applications [19], this dephasing mechanism is suppressed by using refocussing
spin echo pulses.
We remark that the coherence length can be extended by performing a feedforward
modulation of the +I and −I intensity components, which should be chosen to cancel out the
potential wobbling. Alternatively, by cooling the atom to the three-dimensional ground
state, we expect to fully suppress this dephasing mechanism, since it vanishes for atoms in
the three-dimensional ground state. As a third alternative, differential potential wobbling can
be fully avoided by properly choosing the internal states deﬁning the coin Hilbert space. For
instance, the pair of states ↓〉 = = = 〉F m| | 3, 3F and ↑〉 = = = 〉F m| | 4, 3F would result in
η =⊥ 0.
Motional excitations during transport make the atom oscillate inside the potential well.
Motional excitations are represented by coherent Glauber states, which resemble the motion of
a classical harmonic oscillator. Because of the differential potential wobbling during transport
(see the preceding discussion of differential potential wobbling), motional excitations can differ
for the two spin components. After a shift operation, the two spin components may thus
oscillate with a different phase and amplitude. Consequently, the overlap between the wave
packets of each spin component is reduced, and the interference is partially suppressed. The
suppression of interference can effectively be described in terms of spin dephasing. This
decoherence effect can be suppressed by minimizing (for instance, by means of optimal control
theory [37, 38]) the motional excitations for both spin components. A precise evaluation of the
decoherence rate, p ,C requires further investigation and it strongly depends on the speciﬁc
transport details.
For our choice of coin states, the depth of the lattice potential experienced by the ↑〉|
component remains unchanged during the whole shift operation, while the depth of the lattice
potential experienced by the ↓〉| component undergoes a depth modulation, which reaches 3 4 in
relative units at the midpoint of the transport sequence [18]. We therefore expect more
excitations to occur for the ↓〉| state than for the ↑〉| state. For both spin states, we measured the
motional excitations produced after one single step with microwave sideband spectroscopy
[18]. From that measurement, we estimate an upper limit for the motional excitations between
1% and 2% per shift operation. Based on these values, we can conﬁdently estimate that
<p 2%C .
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Fluctuations of the lattice position can be of two types: ﬂuctuations of the relative distance
between the two optical lattices acting, respectively, on the ↑〉| and ↓〉| spin components,
common-mode ﬂuctuations of the average position of the two optical lattices. Relative position
ﬂuctuations are caused by jittering of the polarization angle of one of the two linearly polarized
laser beams forming the optical lattice [18]. Polarization jitter can occur, for instance, because
of mechanical resonances inside the electro-optic modulator. Common-mode ﬂuctuations, on
the other hand, are caused by mechanical vibrations of the optical elements (e.g., mirrors)
employed in the optical lattice setup.
In both cases, position ﬂuctuations impair spatial coherences by exerting ﬂuctuating
inertial forces. A ﬂuctuating inertial force imprints a phase gradient along the lattice. The phase
gradient experienced by the two spin components is opposite in sign for relative ﬂuctuations,
whereas it is identical in sign for common-mode ﬂuctuations, providing the atom is at rest.
During the shift operation, however, the effect of common-mode ﬂuctuations can differ for the
two spin components.
Conceptually, the effect of position ﬂuctuations on the quantum walk is similar to that of
an external ﬂuctuating electric ﬁeld acting on a charged particle in a crystal. The theory
developed for static electric quantum walks [39] provides the mathematical framework to
account for slow ﬂuctuations of the common-mode position.
Furthermore, relative position ﬂuctuations cause variations of the Franck–Condon factors
for both the microwave carrier and the motional sideband transitions [18]. The consequences of
this effect are twofold. On one hand, ﬂuctuations of the carrierʼs Franck–Condon factor make
the microwave Rabi frequency ﬂuctuate in time, thus impairing the coin operation. On the other
hand, ﬂuctuations of the sidebands’ Franck–Condon factors at the longitudinal vibrational
frequency can induce resonant excitations of higher motional states during the coin operation.
Both effects are experimentally mitigated by letting mechanical resonances in the electro-optic
modulator damp down for a sufﬁciently long time (a few microseconds) after executing the shift
operation and before applying the coin operation.
Lastly, relative position ﬂuctuations can cause motional excitations that differ for the two
spin components. Spin-dependent motional excitations contribute to spin dephasing (see previous
discussion of motional excitations during transport). We expect this effect to be negligible since
the measured timescale necessary for a single excitation from the ground state to the ﬁrst excited
state is about 1 s, which is several orders of magnitude longer than the single step time, τ.
Spontaneous scattering of lattice photons has a twofold effect. It destroys spatial
coherences by projecting the quantum walkerʼs wave packet into a single lattice site, and it also
causes decoherence of the spin degree of freedom.
Concerning spatial coherences, the spatial decoherence rate per step, pS, is deﬁned as the
probability that a scattering event occurs in a time, τ. For a detailed treatment of collisional
decoherence of matter waves, see, for instance, [40]. By calling Γtot the overall scattering rate, it
results that Γ τ=pS tot . If we neglect the hyperﬁne splitting of the atomic ground and excited
states, the expression of Γtot for an alkali atom is found in the literature [41],
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟Γ α Δ Δ= +
2 1
, (A.7)tot
D2
2
D1
2
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where α ω ω Γ Ω ω ω Γ Ω= ≈( ) 12 ( ) 12L R L RD1 3 D1 2 D2 3 D2 2 with ΓD1, ΓD2 and ω ω,D1 D2 are,
respectively, the natural linewidths and the transition frequencies of the D1 and D2 lines (the
two deﬁnitions of α are equivalent if one neglects small relativistic corrections). The Rabi
frequency, Ω μ= R 0 , is deﬁned in terms of the largest dipole moment element,
μ = 〈 ′ = ′ = ⃗ = = 〉J m d J m| 3 2, 3 2| | 1 2, 1 2 |,J J and the electric ﬁeld amplitude. For our
experimental parameters, we obtain Γ = −14 stot 1 and ≈ × −p 4 10S 4.
Concerning the effect of scattering on the spin variable, we distinguish two types of
scattering, depending on whether the atom remains in the same internal state (elastic process,
Rayleigh scattering) or not (inelastic process, Raman scattering). The total scattering rate
comprises both elastic and inelastic processes, Γ Γ Γ= +s s( ) ( ),tot el inel with s identifying the
spin state, 〉s| .
Raman scattering induces decoherence by mixing the spin populations. For an atom with
nuclear spin ≠I 0, and assuming the rotating wave approximation, we compute the inelastic
scattering rate, Γ ,inel using Fermiʼs golden rule and the Wigner–Eckart theorem. The result
depends on the polarization of the optical latticeʼs electric ﬁeld, which is in our case linearly
polarized and, importantly, orthogonal to the quantization axis, which is set along the lattice
direction (for linear polarization along the quantization axis see, e.g., [42]). We obtain
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟Γ α Δ Δ=
−
−s
g s m s
( )
2 ( ) ( )
3
1 1
. (A.8)F
F
inel
2 2
D2 D1
2
For large detunings, the formula shows that the Raman scattering rate (i.e., the rate of events
ﬂipping the electronic spin state) is much smaller than the total scattering rate of equation (A.7).
However, that is not the case when ωL lies within D1 and D2 line, as in the case of state-
dependent optical lattices. Among all Raman scattering events, those events that couple the two
coin states, and therefore remain within the coin Hilbert space, occur with the same rate for both
s states, which amounts to Γ Γ= + ↑I I( 1 2) ( )inelqubit inel . For simplicityʼs sake, the analytic
formula is here provided only for the most relevant case when
↑ ↑ = − ↓ ↓ + =g m g m( ) ( ) ( )[ ( ) 1] 1F F F F . For cesium atoms, the ratio + =I I( 1 2) 7 8 shows
that the majority of Raman events remain within the coin space. For our experiment, we obtain
Γ ↑ = −( ) 5 sinel 1 and Γ ↓ = −( ) 7 sinel 1.
Raman scattering events that pump the atomʼs internal state outside the coin Hilbert state
preclude the application of the coin operation in the subsequent steps, since the atomʼs state is
no longer resonant with the microwave radiation employed for the coin operation. Raman
scattering events that keep the atomʼs internal state inside the coin Hilbert space cause a
relaxation of spin populations and spin coherences with a rate, Γinelqubit. In both situations, an
account of the effect of Raman scattering on the quantum walk requires the development of a
different decoherence model beyond pure dephasing. The effect of Raman processes, however,
is much smaller than that produced by other decoherence mechanisms because of the small
scattering rates, Γ s( )inel .
In contrast to Raman processes, Rayleigh scattering events preserve spin populations and
cause only pure spin dephasing. The two spin states, 〉s| , scatter the lattice circularly-polarized
photons (note that the lattice linear polarization orthogonal to the quantization axis is an equal
superposition of both circular polarizations) with probability amplitudes that differ in phase and
magnitude. The elastic scattering thus reveals to the environment information about the internal
spin state, s, which is stochastically measured at a rate, Γ Γ<el.deph. el. By generalizing the result
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of Uys et al [43] derived for a pure spin-1 2 system, we obtain for an alkali atom with ≠I 0
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ ⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟Γ α Δ Δ=
↑ ↑ − ↓ ↓
−
g m g m( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
6
1 1
. (A.9)
F F F F
el.deph.
2
D2 D1
2
Elastic scattering therefore causes spin decoherence of the quantum walk with a spin decoherence
per step of Γ τ=pC el.deph. . For our experiment, we obtain Γ = −7 sel.deph. 1 and = × −p 2 10C 4.
Coherent tunneling allows the atom to cross the potential barrier of the optical lattice and
to coherently interfere with the adjacent wavefunction. In a strict sense, this effect cannot be
considered to be a decoherence mechanism, since it alters the property of the walk, though in a
fully coherent way. Tunneling is expected to play no role in our experiment, since its timescale
is many orders of magnitude longer than the duration of the quantum walk. A numerical study
of incoherent tunneling in discrete-time quantum walks was considered in a previous work [5].
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